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In a media world experiencing disruptive 
change The Conversation stands out as an 
exemplar of informed, knowledge-based 
communication and healthy democratic 
discourse. 

Professor Ian Jacobs, President and Vice-Chancellor

UNSW Sydney

Our Charter

● Give experts a greater voice in shaping 
scientific, cultural and intellectual agendas 
by providing a trusted platform that values 
and promotes new thinking and evidence-
based research.

● Unlock the knowledge and expertise of 
researchers and academics to provide the 
public with clarity and insight into society’s 
biggest problems.

● Create an open site for people around the 
world to share best practices and 
collaborate on developing smart, 
sustainable solutions.

● Provide a fact-based and editorially 
independent forum, free of commercial or 
political bias.

Unlocking expert knowledge + delivering to the public



The Conversation was founded by Andrew Jaspan and Jack Rejtman 
in 2011, working in an office at the University of Melbourne.  

It has been a big success. 

Today The Conversation is produced in four languages and ten 
countries and over 35 million people read it every month.

The idea is simple; articles written by academic experts, 
commissioned and edited by professional journalists, are distributed 
for free online.  

Universities support The Conversation because it helps them meet 
their community engagement objectives. We give them rich analytics 
and metrics.  Academics like The Conversation because it gives them 
a large and diverse audience. Readership grows rapidly because the 
articles are trustworthy, informative and entertaining.  Friends of 
democracy value The Conversation because fact-based journalism 
enables better public discourse.

A new form of journalism 



Get involved: 
How to write



 



Make your pitch clear

“I plan to write an article that ultimately 
questions the concept of socialism as a 
historical ideology, its buzz-word-status in the 
21st Century and the new emerging values, 
built on pragmatic social-democracy that have 
possibly overtaken Socialism. I will then 
explain my conclusion as to why Socialism is 
well and truly out of context in modern 
Australian politics and my proposition of a 
‘new way forward’, which calls for the 
reasonable regulation of capitalism, 
champions the right to cultural, racial and 
religious freedom and calls for a 
modernisation of democratic politics, which 
combines the engagement of industrial 
relations, paired with ethical business 
leadership in economic and social reform.”

VS.

“April 30 marks the end of WA’s controversial 
baited drumline program for mitigating shark 
hazard.

We have undertaken a survey of over 550 ocean-
users and find that ocean-users encounter sharks 
regularly, and oppose mitigation strategies that 
involve killing. 

On April 30 our short paper detailing results will be 
published online in the journal ‘Australian 
Geographer’. As such, a piece for The 
Conversation published on April 30 or May 1 would 
be very timely. 

I’m an academic or researcher with relevant 
expertise and want to write the article. ”

the better pitch



Rebuilding trust in journalism: author / editor brief

The brief is a vital early step that helps 
create a first draft that is news-driven, 
relevant, simple to read, with subheads, 
in the right language and with references 
in place. 

It gives a clear message of expectation 
between author + editor that you can both 
refer to later in the editing process. 



Congratulations! 
Your pitch is accepted + you have an agreed brief: best practice writing tips 

Start the article with a short, sharp statement of the article’s essential facts, in no more than two sentences. 

Start with what’s new, relevant, or surprising.

Readers want to know five Ws: who, what, where, when, why, and sometimes how. 

Put the important information first. That allows readers to explore a topic to the depth that their curiosity takes them.

Most Conversation articles are only 600-800 words. 

If you make contentious statements, back them up with research. The same goes for facts and figures. 

We reference with online links that readers can click on, preferably to full research papers, but to abstracts or news 
stories if the full paper isn’t available.  



Rebuilding trust in journalism: collaborative editing



Rebuilding trust in journalism: readability index

Traffic light system.

Set to level of educated 16 
year old. Most media is 
~12 years



Rebuilding trust in journalism: disclosure statements



Rebuilding trust in journalism: author final sign off

We cannot publish until 
author has given their final 
sign off on all aspects of 
article.



Rebuilding trust in journalism: author profile + contact



Rebuilding trust in journalism: author dashboard + metrics



Rebuilding trust in journalism: republication + creative commons

Some 20,000+ sites republish 
our content under creative 
commons.

It’s free for republishers. 

It puts quality information into a 
wide public audience.

Authors + institutes receive 
wider exposure. 



Post-article impact



Audience: significant growth since launch 

35
million views 

per month
including republication 

in other media

10.6
million users
on site per month

Australia (launched 2011), UK (2013), US (2014), 
Africa (2015), France (2015), Canada (2017), Spain 
(2018), Indonesia (2018) and an editor in New Zealand 
(2017).

8 Editions worldwide





Since The Conversation was launched in 2011, UWA articles have 
attracted more than 19.5 million reads.*

Noteworthy:

● Articles on Science + Technology have been most-read 
with more than 6.6m reads

● Top sections by number of articles are: Science + 
Technology, Health + Medicine, Business + Economy

● Health + Medicine articles have had the most reads over 
the past 12 months, at more than 950k

*”Reads” refers to the number of unique pageviews through republication. This metric is reported in author and 
institution dashboards. 

Your readers: UWA metrics
Articles written by UWA academics attracted more than 
3.6 million reads between Oct 2017 and Oct 2018.* 

Global readership 



UWA’s most read articles, past 12 months



UWA’s republishers, past 12 months



– Gina Cleo, Research Fellow, Bond University 

Post-article impact

Gina Cleo, Research Fellow

580K reads to her article
Ten habits of people who lose 
weight and keep it off



– Libby Sander, Assistant Professor of 
Organisational Behaviour, Bond Business School

Post-article impact

81K reads to her article
Our workplaces are filthy and 
it’s costing us all



Post-publication engagement 
“Bill Shorten, Leader of the ALP 
called me in response to reading this 
article asking for further information 
on my research”

“I was interviewed on television.. The article 
syndicated to 30 different media outlets 
including news.com.au, Daily Mail, 
abc.net.au and reached news articles in NZ 
and the UK. I was also interviews on radio.”



52% print media

27%television

83% radio

36% web 
media SOURCE: ANNUAL READER SURVEY, 2017

“Getting published by 
The Conversation is 
useful to my career.”

100% of academics agree:

66%

10% contacted by business or 
industry to consult

13% invited to speak at 
conferences

After writing an article
of authors are 
contacted by 
media

Post-publication results 



Member-only benefits



Engagement metrics

Access to live metrics and 
monthly reports



Daily opportunities to pitch

Access to the daily expert 
callout, alerting your 
academics to upcoming 
stories that they may have 
expertise.



Presentations for researchers

Access to presentations for 
researchers

Our member institutions can attest 
has significantly improved their 
engagement with our editors & their 
knowledge about how to get 
published in The Conversation.



theconversation.com
Academic rigour, journalistic flair 



theconversation.com
michael.hopkin@theconversation.edu.au 

@mikehopkin
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